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The wide-spread use of high-quality scanning and printing devices, as well
as the increasing degree of automation of the incoming mail processing, has
opened many opportunities for the fraudulent use of forged documents. Due to
the tremendous amount of content being processed, manual first-line inspection
is not feasible anymore. Therefore, methods using intrinsic document features
have been developed to authenticate documents coming from the same source.

We present the results and conclusions of a large-scale study on over 100,000
real-world invoices in the health sector, where we investigated a variety of inno-
vative authentication techniques:

• Text-line analysis [1]: the idea of the text-line analysis is to measure
text-line rotation angle and alignment to identify text-lines showing ab-
normal variations (which might have been manipulated). Despite the good
results on synthetic data, it was noticed that on the real-world data the
tested method is of little use.

• Printing technique recognition and copy detection [2]: in this ap-
proach, low-level image features are used to classify a print-out according
to its printing technique. Different printing techniques inside one doc-
ument source are considered suspicious. For this method, it could be
shown that the results depend much more on non-printing technique re-
lated variations as expected. However, a new, promising approach could
be identified that is currently under development.

• Statistical layout models [3]: using document alignment methods, dis-
tortions between documents from the same source are being measured.
These distortions can come from a scanning or printing process and can
thus be used to identify forged documents. It could be shown that this
method gives reasonable results, but also that the nature of the underlying
distortions in practice is not yet fully understood.

• Counterfeit protection system codes [4]: this approach employs the
tiny yellow dots printed by color laser printer and color copiers for iden-
tification of the document source. This method proved to work well. One
drawback, however, is the relatively rare appearance of the dots in the
real-world dataset.
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